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SURROUND YOURSELF WITH THE WEALTH ATTRACTING
ENERGY OF JADE ON [[THEDATETIMESET:MM D]]

Verdant Jade With a Pure Sterling Silver Character

Dear [[Forecast10]],

    While working in my garden yesterday, I was struck by the
abundance of green around me. After a long cold winter, this oasis
of hope and renewal was so inspiring that I thought of you and how
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your auspicious birth on [[Birthday:MM D]], on a [[Birthday:WW]],
was also a time of hope and opportunity.

    At the time of your birth the planets, in perfect alignment,
bestowed their blessings upon you, endowing you with outstanding
attributes. Because of this, [[Forecast10]], everything you will
ever desire is actually within your reach...

But, in Order for You to Achieve These Fantastic and Fulfilling
Things, 

You Must Seek Out a Unique Path

    [[Forecast10]], I know that it's not your style to compete in
the cutthroat manner that so many others consider to be the right
way. Instead your spiritual nature means you must pay heed to the
myriad of ancient symbols and mystical forces that dot our destiny
like signposts.

    And [[Forecast10]], that's where I come in, to help you
decipher these signposts and guide you in the direction of truth
and accomplishment. The extraordinary luck-drawing Jade Circle of
Wealth is a good luck talisman brought back from China by another
dear friend of mine, Bernard de Buhem.

    After Bernard described this vibrant pendant's powerful,
spiritual and symbolic attributes to me, I was so thrilled by its
potential that I immediately thought of the Jade Circle of Wealth
and you, [[Forecast10]]...

An Old Chinese Saying...Gold has Value but Jade is Invaluable

    The Chinese have held Jade in the highest esteem for thousands
of years, believing so deeply in its powers that most Chinese wear
or possess Jade in some form or another. It's mystery and allure
is evident in Chinese mythology, religion, philosophy, folklore
and social life. At the birth of a baby, the newborn is inevitably
given Jade by a relative or parent for good luck and protection.

You Deserve Health, Wealth and Happiness

    [[Forecast10]], Jade has prevailed for so many years because
it has truly stood the test of time as an instrument of divine
luck, purity and status. When you hold it, you can feel how it
exudes a gentle yet effective energy, which simultaneously
deflects negative energy.

    Jade was mined by the very earliest of civilizations dating as
far back as the ancient Aztecs and Mayans. But, it was the Chinese
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who over the long centuries perfected the craftsmanship of Yu
(Jade), a Chinese character meaning jewel or treasure, because of
how highly it's prized.

    And at the very center of this stunning talisman is the most
powerful of ancient Chinese symbols, the symbol of Longevity -
SHOU- crafted in pure Sterling Silver...

Shou Will Make Your Good-Luck Long and Enduring

    [[Forecast10]], this doesn't only mean Longevity in terms of
health and life, but by having this symbol in the center of your
talisman, it will radiate longevity to all areas of your
life...health, love, happiness, success and wealth.

    To enrich its life-extending powers, the character Shou is
made of pure silver, a metal long associated with the goddess
Venus because of its lustrous beauty.

    The Chinese, with their abundance of millionaires and
billionaires, know the importance of the quality of life. They
know that a wealthy and prosperous life is meaningless without
enduring happiness and good health. For that reason Shou is the
symbol chosen for the center of the Jade Circle of Wealth.
    [[Forecast10]], the reason I wrote you so quickly is because
by the time of the [[theMoon]] on [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]] (when
the energy in the air is charged with possibilities for change and
enlightenment) your entire life and destiny can be utterly
transformed.

        As of [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]] you can surround yourself
with an aura of lucky, protective energy that will activate your
natural attributes and bring you to new heights.

    [[Forecast10]], to complement your Jade Circle of Wealth I
want to send you on your journey to fortune and happiness, with 3
FREE Gifts...

Silver Necklace Chain

    A delicate, pure, silver
chain so that you can wear the
Jade Circle of Wealth in true
style.
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Plush Velvet Presentation Box

 

    So that you can protect and
cherish your Jade Circle of Wealth
you'll receive a plush velvet
presentation box.

 

 

 

    With such a fascinating
history of myth and legend
accompanying your Jade Circle of
Wealth, it is only fitting that it
comes with an illuminating and
engaging Compendium that will
provide even more fascinating
facts about Jade and the Chinese
character Shou.

    [[Forecast10]], I'd like you to have this invaluable Jade
Circle of Wealth in your life as soon as possible so I will send
all of this to you for just $[[Cost]] for shipping and handling
without any commitment whatsoever.

    If and only if, after 30 days you choose to keep this very
special pendant, you'll be billed for [[numberOfPayment]] easy
installments of only [[recurPayment]].

    As Always, You Have My Unconditional Lifetime Money-back
Guarantee:

    If for any reason you decide that the Jade Circle of Wealth is
not for you then just send it back to me and I'll refund your
payment immediately, including shipping and handling, and no
explanations need be given.

    But no matter what, the silver chain, velvet presentation box
and the Jade Circle of Wealth Compendium will always be yours to
keep forever...
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    [[Forecast10]], on [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]]I want you to take
advantage of this unique opportunity and bring the combined forces
of Jade and Shou together to bring long lasting health, wealth and
happiness to you.

    Your friend and advisor,

     

    Bethea Jenner
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you no longer wish to receive any emails from me, you may click on the
link below. But by doing this, [[Forecast10]], it means that I will not be
able to send you exclusive opportunities for proposals and sales or
important updates on astrological events and how they'll affect you. To
follow good Internet etiquette, once you've asked to be deleted from one
kind of email from me, I'm required to stop contacting you entirely. So,
[[Forecast10]], if you wish to no longer receive any emails from me, simply
click here or send a letter to me at 167 Cherry St. PMB 292, Milford CT
06460-3400.

https://www2.myhealthwealthandhappiness.com/forecast/redirect.asp?EmailID=%5B%5BEmailID%5D%5D&EmailItemID=106&userid=%5B%5BUserID%5D%5D&Misc=%5B%5BtheDateTimeSet:MM%20D%5D%5D%7C%5B%5BCost%5D%5D%7C%5B%5BnumberOfPayment%5D%5D%7C%5B%5BrecurPayment%5D%5D
http://www3.myhealthwealthandhappiness.com/commonpages/Unsubscribe.aspx?EmailID=%5B%5BEmailID%5D%5D&EmailItemID=112&userid=%5B%5BUserID%5D%5D

